
Week  25th – 29th May  

Maths 

Master Your Maths Week 30 & Friday Test – The Last Week! 

Keep revising your tables – use topmarks.co.uk, practise them with your brothers/sisters, or test 

yourself 

We’ll be continuing with revision in maths. This week we’re concentrating on short division and a bit 

of long division, we’ll start with just revision of division tables, knowing your tables will make doing 

the sums much easier! Then we’ll do some short division and on Thursday we’ll be doing long 

division – if you are finding long division really difficult and would rather just continue practising 

your short division that’s okay, there’ll be a choice to do that instead.  

English 

Read at Home pg. 109, 110 & 111 

Spellings:(-tial) :Learn these through the week, look up any meanings you’re unsure of and put 

each word into a sentence. 

Essential, potential, initial, partial, martial, impartial, substantial, confidential, presidential, 

residential, torrential, spatial, influential, preferential  

Do pg. 86 in Grammar 5, just unjumble the letters to make words from the spellings list 

Try pg. 88 in Grammar 5, just find where the extra word would fit in and rewrite the sentence – for 

example in the first one you’d write: The chairs were uncomfortably hard.  

Keep reading books that you like at home 

Formal/Informal Language – Treasury pg. 76 – Read the top of the page first, A, this is a formal letter 

so you need to underline the language that is more formal in each of the options 

B – Rewrite the sentences in your copy using informal language; you don’t need to change them too 

much for example for 1. You could write – I’d love you to be in our school play in June.  

Writing – Writing to socialise – Treasury pg. 77 – Q1 read the text, Q2 write the reply in your copy Q3 

write the message in your copy  

 

Gaeilge 

Attached are two pages of reading (leitheoireacht): Bronntanais do Mhamo and La Gaofar 

They’re not difficult. Try to read them aloud and you can answer the questions orally or write them 

out. Bain triail astu! (give them a go!) 

 



SESE: Science 

States of Matter – Everything on Earth is a solid, liquid or gas. Read about what each of these is on 

the photocopied sheets from Unlocking Science. Fill in the grid on pg. 139.  

Worksheet - Label the objects in the worksheet as solid, liquid or gas.  

Read about gas pg. 140 and try to fill in the uses for gas, on pg. 141 if you can, try out the dancing 

raisin experiment you just need a fizzy drink (maybe not coke because it’s the same colour as the 

raisins), a glass and some raisins, write what happens.  

 

Movement/Mindfulness/P.E. 

Leg Lift Challenge- Watch out for a new participant!! 

Use this link for the whole challenge: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9cnrvL4Apc 

Try and go for as long as you can through the song. 

*try not to let your feet touch the ground at any stage. 

https://www.gonoodle.com/ and https://www.youtube.com/user/cosmickidsyoga are great sites. 

Now might be a good time for trying to run your mile. If you run for approximately 5 minutes in one 

direction, then turn around and run back for 5 minutes, it should be close to a mile and you’ll be well 

within your safe 5km radius of home. 

 

Music 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ta-sWn3oAQY 

This video has examples of the traditional Irish instruments that you researched last week and a few 

others. Have a listen to what each one sounds like; you don’t need to worry about all of the facts 

that come up with them, just listen to the different sounds.  

Which instrument do you like the sound of the most?  

Which instrument do you like the sound of the least? 

If you were to learn to play one Irish instrument, which one would you choose and why? 

 

Art 

Attached: This week we are looking forward to some nice summer activities that we’ll be able to do 

when lockdown is over, things like visiting the beach or the park, going for ice-cream, playing with 

friends, going swimming etc. In the sunglasses template draw two nice bright colourful things that 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9cnrvL4Apc
https://www.gonoodle.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/cosmickidsyoga
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ta-sWn3oAQY


you look forward to at summer time, then on another page draw a picture of yourself, cut out the 

glasses and stick them on. Attached are some examples, it looks quite cool if you do yourself in 

pencil and your glasses in colour or if you’d rather do it all in colour that will still look good.  

 


